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.A module MR is called reflexive (resp. torsionless) if the natural R-homo- 
morphism 
@ &f: izl,.,,(f--(m))EIC~~* 
from 111 into its H-bidual is an isomorphism (resp. monomorphism). For 
example, every finitely generated projective module is reflexive. An infinite- 
dimensional vector space V, fails to be reflexive, for if we let dim( V,) : c - 00, 
then dim(,JT*) y 1 K /C > dim( V,.) according to the theorem of ErdGs and 
Kaplansky. and a dimension argument shows that JTK cannot be isomorphic 
to I’,*. 
There are only a few examples of reflexive modules which are not finitely 
generated, such as the Abelian group Z!(“) (Fuchs [4, Sect. 471) or the not- 
finitely-generated right ideals in injective cogenerator rings which are not 
alreadv OF-rings (see Levy [5] or Osofsky [7, Ex. 11). 4 - 
It is well known that a ring R is an injective cogenerator ring iff every finitely 
generated R-module is reflexive (Morita [q) and that a ring is QF iff the class 
of finitely generated modules coincides with the class of reflexive modules 
(Morita (61, DieudonnC [2], Schneider [9]). In this paper, we are interested in 
the question: Under which conditions on R is every reflexive R-module finitely 
generated ? It will be seen that it is reasonable to restrict oneself to the case of 
perfect rings. The results arc used to complctcly describe the class of reflexive 
modules over certain semiprimary rings. 
In Section 1, we consider (infinite) ascending composition chains of modules. 
We characterize modules possessing such chains by the property of being semi- 
Artinian and note that modules over perfect rings have ascending composition 
chains. WC give a generalized Jordan-Hijlder-Schreier theorem and introduce 
the length of a module Z(M), which will be used in the next chapters; Z(n/r) is a 
cardinal, possibly infinite. (In some respects, we follow Schenkman [g], who 
looked at composition chains of groups.) 
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In Section 3, we show that Z(M*) ;-- r(M) holds for modules over perfect 
S-rings, if only Z(M) is big enough. This allows us to conclude (as in the case 
of infinite-dimensional vector spaces) that over a perfect S-ring with Z(R,) _i- 
wq < I N i, every reflexive module is finitely generated (special case: every 
reflexive module over a local Artinian ring is finitely generated). Moreover, we 
look at rings R having the property that infinite direct sums of nonzero R- 
modules cannot be reflexive. 
In Section 3, we give a general method of constructing retlexive modules. 
As an application we present an example of a reflexive, not-finitely-generated 
module over a perfect ring. In Section 4, we determine the structure of reflexive 
modules over semiprimary rings with the properties RUG : 0, So(RR) -. 
SOL and Z(R,) + &R) :.; ~ N ~. 
All rings and modules in this paper are unitary. The statement of a ring 
property without specification of the side means that the ring has the property 
on both sides. 
1. XSCENDING COMPOSITION CHAINS: THE LENGTH OF MODULES 
Let a, /3 be ordinals. Denote by ol (resp. a-) the successor of 01 (resp. pre- 
decessor of 01, if (Y is not a limit ordinal). 
1. I. DEFINITION. Let M be a module and Y‘(M) the lattice of submodules 
of M. 
(I) A triple (lY, 01, iv) is called an ascending chain in M if 
(a) S: OI+ --+ Y“(M) is a mapping, 
(b) V’i,j~ &: i < j -‘- Xi C -‘i, (-Yi or S(i) denotes the image of ,Y at + 
(2) An ascending chain (X, 01, M) is called an ascending composition 
chain of M if 
(C) -Y. == 0, S, = il1, 
(d) Vi E OK &+/SC is a simple module, 
(e) VIE a+: 1 is a limit ordinal 3 S, = (Jicl Xi . 
(3) The ascending chain (S’, 01’, M) is called a refinement of the ascending 
chain (X, N, M) if V’i E 01 Eli’ E a’: -Yi = Xl, . 
Sometimes we will call (XiJiEb+ with its natural ordering a chain, for sim- 
plicity. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. For the module M the following are equivalent: 
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(i) M is semi-=lrtinian (which means that Us Al implies So(JI;‘I:) =p 0 
for all U); 
(ii) M has an ascending composition chain; 
(iii) Ever-y ascending chain (f, 01, M) with f injective has a re$nement, which 
is an ascending composition chain. 
Proof. Let z! C M. It is well known that M is semi-Artinian iff CT and M/U 
are. 
(i) -m‘- (ii) Let 9 = ((f, 01, U) 1 UC M and (f, 01, 0’) is an ascending 
composition chain of U}. .T is ordered by (fi , o~i , U,) ,< (fz , 01~ , I,) : c- q < ~a 
and Vi E q 1.: fi(i) = f2(i). Obviously, (g, <) is an inductively ordered set; 
hence there exists a maximal element (fO , OL,,  U,,) by the lemma of Zorn. 
Assume CT,, 5 M. Let E/U0 be a simple submodule of M/U, . E leads to an 
element of 9 which contains (fO , 01,, , U,) properly, a contradiction. 
(ii) =- (i) Let CT $ M and {Xi}ieaT an ascending composition chain of ‘IT. Let 
j : = minti’ E iy ’ ] U ,C Xj, + U}. As can be seen easily, j is not a limit ordinal, 
and Xj ~_- U/U g X,/X, n U = X,/X,- , so So(M/U) # 0. 
(ii) ;i (iii) Let (f, 01, M) be an ascending chain in M with f injective. For 
each i E a-, let (gi , q , f(i+)/f(i)) be an ascending composition chain. The set 
iz : = {(i, j,) / i E oi and ji E q} is well ordered lexicographically and defines an 
ordinal & whose elements we identify with those of A. Define F: A:- + Y -(M) 
by F((i, ji)) : = v;‘(gi( j,)), where vi: M - M/f(i) canonical, and F(,q) : = M. 
Then (F, -i7, M) IS an ascending composition chain, by construction. 
(iii) -1. (ii) trivial. 
We note that direct sums of semi-Artinian modules are semi-ilrtinian. To 
prove this, let &’ = uiE, Ml with Mi semi-Artinian. We may assume that I is 
well ordered. Refine {&,,jci Mj)-ic, to an ascending chain in an obvious way. 
I .3. EXNPLES. (1) Artinian or semisimple modules have ascendin,g com- 
position chains. 
(2) An ilbelian group has an ascending composition chain iff it is a 
torsion group. 
(3) Right modules over left perfect rings have ascending composition 
chains (this is the case we are interested in). 
1.4. THEOREM (Jordan-Holder-Schreier). Let (X, LY, M) and (I-, p, AI) be 
ascending composition chains of M. Then there is a bljection. V: /3 + a: with Qj E /3: 
r7jb/yj S -Yv(j)+/lYv(j) . 
\Ve sketch the proof, for completeness; for details, see Schenkman [8]. 
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Denote by X(p) resp. A’(a) th e sets of successors of ,f3 resp. iy and define F: 
N(P) --f 9(01) by G(p) := min{k E 01+ / Ii+ C S, + E;) (in /I). As can easily be 
shown. fi is a (well-defined) bijection. Then v(j) := 3(j+)- has the desired 
property. 
1.5. DEFIKITIOK. Let M be semi-Artinian and let (S, 01, M) be an ascending 
composition chain of M, then the cardinal Z(M) : = I a: / is called the length of Al. 
In the finite case, the length defined in Definition 1.5 coincides with the 
usual length. With the above notation, from Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 
we obtain 
1.6. (‘OROLLARU. Let I be a set, and let M, {Mi)iel be semi-ilrtinian modules. 
Then 
Remark. Similar to ascending chains, one can define descending chains in 
modules by reversing inclusions and replacing u with n in Definition 1. I. The 
analog of Theorem 1.4 for descending composition chains is not true, as the 
“dual Grothendieck-condition” fails in the category of R-modules. Without 
proof wc mention 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Let (I*, /3, M) (resp. (S, iy, M)) be a descending (resp. an 
ascending) composition chain of M. Then there is an injective mapping v: ,Ll --) Lx 
with Vj E /I: Yj/Irj~k z XV(j~+/AY,,tjJ . 
&call that a module -Ti, is called semi-Xoetherian if 0 + I-C .Y implies 
Ra( CT) & I. for all Q’ C X. Proposition 1.7 can be used to prove 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Let MR be semi-Artinian and ecery factor module of Al, 
semi-:Yoetherian. Assume S := End(M,J to be left perfect and let f~ be the descending 
Loewy-length of $5. Then / p / < l(MR). 
In the case l(M,) -< co, Proposition 1.8 specializes to a well-known estimation 
concerning the degree of nilpotency of Ra(S). Moreover, 1.8 can be applied to 
finitely presented modules over perfect rings (see BjGrk [l, Theorem 4.21). 
The above result and another application in the next section may shed light 
on the importance of infinite composition chains, which seem to have drawn 
little attention up to now. 
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2. RINGS WHOSE REFLEXIVE MODULES ARE FINITELY GENERATED 
2.1. DEFINITION. A ring R is called a right RE-ring if every reflexive right 
R-module is finitely generated. 
Let in, /3 denote cardinals. Recall that a module M is strictly #?-generated if M 
possesses a generating set of cardinality /I, but none of cardinality smaller than /3. 
-4 ring R is a right S-ring if every simple right R-module is (up to isomorphism) 
contained in So(RR). 
2.2. ‘SHEOREM. Let R be a perfect right S-ring with l(,R) < 01. Let M, be 
strictly p-generated zuith /3 > 01 + 1 N /. Then .M* is strictly y-generated with 
y ;3 2s. 
Proof. By assumption, one has M/Ra(M) = Biel E, with j I 1 = /3 and EC 
simple for all i E I. The left R-module Ru(M)O : = {f E M* / f (Ra(M)) = 0} is 
a submodule of M* with the property Ra(M)O g (M/Ra(M))* s nie, Ef. 
As R is a right perfect S-ring, one has So(Ef) # 0 for all i E I. There are only 
finitely many isomorphism classes of simple left R-modules, so there exists a 
simple left R-module A such that A1 C So(M*) up to isomorphism. 
A’ is semisimple, so A’= A w for a suitable set J. This leads to an iso- 
morphism of left vector spaces K’ G IV), where K := End(,A). By the 
theorem of ErdGs and Kaplansky, one has 21’1 < 1 K II11 = dim@?) = 
dim&W’)) = j J I, hence E(So(M*)) 3 j J / > 20. 
Now assume &* to be y’-generated with y’ < 20. Then by Corollary 1.6 
we obtain l(So(M*)) -5 Z(M*) < oc y’ < 28, a contradiction. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let R be a perfect S-ring with Z(R,) + Z(,R) < i N 1. Let 
XR be strictly p-generated with /? > a: -/- 1 N I. 
(1) ,%I$* is strictIy a-generated with 6 3 2< (where E := 29. 
(2) There is no epimorphism fiIR - I@*. 
(3) ,WR is not rejexizje. 
2.4. COROLLARY. 
(I) Let R be a perfect S-ring with l(R,) + I(,R) a< N !. Then R is an 
RE-ving . 
(2) Every 4rtinian S-ring is RE. 
(3) Every local Artinian ring is RE. 
(4) Every commutative Artinian ring is RE. 
The assumption “S-ring” in Theorem 2.2 is not a necessary condition. To 
see this, we consider PDS-rings in the sense of Fieldhouse [3]. A ring R is a 
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right PDS-ring if every pure exact sequence of right R-modules splits. Ac- 
cording to Zimmcrmann [lo], right PDS-rings are characterized by the property 
that every right R-module is a direct sum of directly indecomposable modules of 
finite length. It is well known that right PDS-rings are right Artinian, hence 
right linear-compact. So they are left pure injective according to Zimmermann 
[II, Satz 5.11. 
2.5. PROPOSITI~K. hkery right PDS-ring is right RL?. 
l’roqf. Let ,11, be not finitely generated, ,%I : &, ‘11, ~ I infinite, JZ, .= 0 
for all i t I. 
Assume M to be reflexive. 
‘Then Xi is reflexive for all i E I. Pick out nonzero elements si E Hom,(JZ;l, R). 
As RR is pure injective and the inclusion uiE, M? C nis, MT is pure, there is 
x E (l&, MF) 5 such that (uitr ~i)((h)i~l) = Wdic-r) for all (fJiFI E LL W. 
For simplicity, identify nIiEl MT with M*. 
Then .X is not in the image of @&*. To prove this, choose (gJ+, E nitI 151; 
such that the operation of x on every component is nonzero. Xote that for all 
nz c M, @in,(~?z) is zero on almost every component of (gi)jG, , a contradiction. 
2.6. EXAMPLES. (1) Let K be any field and 
Then R is PDS, but not a ring fulfilling the conditions of Corollary 2.3. 
(2) Let K be any field and R = K[-‘i’i]ipN/({XriXj,i,j~~). Then R is not 
PDS, but fulfills the conditions of Corollary 2.3. 
Without proof we state the following partial converse of (‘orollary 2.4. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. (1) Let R be right RE and let R, be an injectke cogeneratoy. 
Then R is QF. 
(2) Let R be vight RE and let R, be injectice. Then R is right coherent. 
Finally, we make some remarks about reflexivity of infinite direct sums 
(compare Schneider [9, Sect. 31, and Osofsky [7, Lemma 131). 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let 
(1) RR be pure injectice, OY assume 
(2) S* + 0 for every aonzeyo left R-module ,Jy. 
Then eeer-v infinite direct sum of nonzero right R-modules is uot rejexire. 
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Proof. (1) See the proof of Proposition 2.5. 
(2) By a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 13 of Osofskp [7]. 
2.9. COROLLARY. If any one of the foIIowin~ 0 co?lditions holds, infinite direct 
sums of nonz~ro right R-modules are not rejexive. 
(1) R, .-lrtinian, 
(2) RR injectice, 
(3) RR cqge?zerator, 
(4) R left perfect left S-ving. 
3. A METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING REFLEXIVE MODULES 
Let R be an arbitrary ring; then every finitely generated projective module is 
reflexive. Generally, there are no other reflexive modules. The following result 
(which may be of interest in its own right) enables us to give an example of a 
reflexive, not-finitely-generated module over a perfect ring. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let R be an arbitrary ring and &IR a right R-module with 
the propertv M* = 0. Settin<? S = End(M,) and 
&?- s s 
-( 1 0 S’ 
llf is a left A%module by (0” t,) . m : = uw. Dejke 
s AI A:=== o R. ( 1 Then 
0 M 
( 1 0 OACjlA 
is a repeke right A-module. 
Aoqf. It suffices to show that (1) 
0 M 
i 1 \o 0 
is an annihilator right ideal, and (2) any 
can be lifted to f’ E Hom,(A, , AA). 
(1) is easy to verify (note the use of S instead of S in the definition of A). 
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To prove (2), we first show 
Let M E ,1/I and f(i T)) : = (z t), then 0 = f((i T)(t 0”)) = (g i), hence 
Im(f) C ti ‘t). 
Now assume that there exists m E Jr with f((i 5)) z (i 1) with x $: 0. Denote 
by p the projection from 
to 
then the composition pf gives rise to a nonzero .-l-homomorphism from 
which induces a nonzero element of AZ-’ _ 
andf is given by left multiplication with an 
t 0 o\ 0 RI’ 
Hom,(AI, R), a contradiction. Thus 
JZ 
1 0’ 
element 
where s IZ S. This completes the proof. 
3.2. Remark. 
is finitely generated iff M, is. 
3.3. Remark. Let T and R be left perfect rings and M a T-R-bimodule. 
Then 
is left perfect. 
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3.4. EXAMPLE. Let K be a field. Define 
and -42 = (K” S). By Remark 3.3, R is perfect. M (with matrix multiplication) 
is a not-finitely-generated right R-module. As can easily be seen, (0 K) C M is 
an injective hull, so S = End(n/r,) is a local ring. Furthermore, s E Ra(S) iff 
Kc(s) contains (0 K), and in this case M/&(s) s Im(s) is a direct sum of 
simple modules of a type which does not occur in So(M), hence s = 0, and we 
have shown S to be a field. 
Assume 0 # f E M*. 
Obviously, f is not injective. Hence (0 K) C Ke( f), and f induces 0 f fi 
(K” K)/(O K) -+ R, , a contradiction to 
for all Y E R. By application of Theorem 3.1 and Remarks 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain 
a reflexive, not-finitely-generated module over a perfect ring. 
The question of whether any reflexive module over a perfect S-ring is finitely 
generated remains open. A positive answer would solve the problem of whether 
a perfect right injective cogenerator ring is necessary QF. 
4. REFLEXIVE MODULES OVER SEMIPRIMARY RINGS WITH Ru(R)” == 0 
In this section, we look at duality properties of modules over certain perfect 
or semiprimary rings. The condition S’o(RiR) = S&R) will turn out to be 
essential. 
4.1. LEMMA. I,et R he a perfect rin* a with So(RR) = SO. Then R is an 
S-ring. 
Proof. As R is perfect, we have, for every primitive idempotent e E R, the 
equation So(R,Je = So(,R)e = So(Re) -,/I 0; hence every simple right R- 
module (up to isomorphism) lies in R, The same holds for simple left R- 
modules. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let R be a semilocal ring with So(RR) _- SOL and let MR 
be a right R-module. Then the mapping 
CL: So(M*) 3f w (m + Ra(M) -f(m)) E (M/Ra(M))* 
is an isomorphism of left R-modules. 
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Proof. Recall that, for an element s of a module S over a semilocal ring R. 
s E So(X) holds iff s is annihilated by Ra(R). Let RUG : {f E ItIp : 
f(Ra(M)) :- 0:. Then f~ Ra(M)O iff f(Ra(M)) = f(M Ra(R)) -mm f(hl) . 
Ra(R) =-= 0 ifff (M) C So(R) iff Ra(R) ..f(M) :~ 0 iffRn(R) ,f :: 0 ifff E S’o(nP), 
and Lemma 4.2 follows immediately. 
We now turn to the question, When are simple modules reflexive ? Assume R 
to be perfect with So(RiR) m= SO, and let E, G eRieS, where .V = Ra(R) 
and e E R is a suitable primitive idempotent. According to Lemmas 4. I and 
4.2, E* is nonzero semisimple; moreover, E,k G (R/(( I - e)R $~ A!))” .z 
Z,((l - e)R ~+ X) -= Z,((l ~ e)R) n IR(!Y) =- Re n So(R) S’o(Re). (lR(-) 
denotes the left annihilator in R.) 
If B is reflexive, then So(Re) must bc simple, and if JE R is an idempotent 
with So(Re) g RfjAy, then So(fR) must be simple, too. Otherwise, the sim- 
plicity of So(Re) and So( fR) implies the reficsivity of E (note that E is torsionless 
in any case), and we have proved 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let R be a perfect ring with So(RR) SOL and B, a 
simple right R-module. Theta I? is veflesive i’ S’o(Re) and So(fR) or-e sitnple. 
4.4. LEMMA. Let R be a setniprintaty ring with Ra(R)2 m= 0. I.ef III, be a 
nonu”ero torsionless artd dive&v indecomposable right Ii-module. Then M is sitttple 
or a local projective module, and thus is isotnorphic to eR for a suitable pviwtitiz~e 
identpotent e E R. 
Proof. If 111 is not simple, then there exist 0 7: ttt E Ra(M) and f E 111’ with 
the property f(m) + 0. 
Eote that Im( f) is not semisimple. 
Denoting N .= Ra(R), we have LY C So(R,); hence Im( f) -f- _1’,‘12- -,.‘- 0. 
Then there exists an idrmpotent 0 + e E R such that Im( f) ;. dY eR S, 
which implies e Im( f) it e!X’ =-: eR -I- eN pP eR. .As el\: is small in eR, we 
have e Im( f) = eR and obtain the splitting epimorphism 
AU A Im(f‘) & e Im(j) = eR. 
This completes the proof. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let R be setnipvirtzavy zoith Ra(R)S =~ 0, So(RR) SOL, 
Z(R,) )m /(,R) <:; ’ N ‘, attd let AfR be reJIP.Ge. Then AI is a $nite direct sum of 
simple rejlesize and local p,r-ojective modules. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 4.4. 
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